Elizabeth Olsen
The Wind River Star’s Me-Moment

Women of Style
5 Boston Trendsetters You Need To Know

Plus
Kick-Start the Season With Rooftop Revelry, Penthouse Aspirations & Must-See Theatre!
DESIGN & REALTY
73 SPOTLIGHT Marvelously modern, the newly unveiled Waterworks Studio collection offers streamlined fittings for the bath.
74 REAL ESTATE There really is love and joy at Lovejoy Wharf.
76 HOME One look, and this Walsan couple knew: the 1890s Victorian was the house of their dreams.

TRAVEL & RECREATION
103 SPOTLIGHT At the Resort at Paws Up in Montana, the nation's finest chefs cook amid breathtaking scenery.
104 GETAWAY Woodstock, Vermont offers a colorful and romantic introduction to the autumn—from mouth-watering dishes at the Worthy Kitchen, slick crafts at Farmhouse Pottery and luxurious suites at 706 On the River Inn.

106 ITINERARY The leaf-peeping playbook: your guide to everything red, orange and yellow, through the eyes of New England's leading photographers.
108 CARNOISEUR Alfa Romeo is back with a new classic: the 2017 Giulia.

FOOD & DRINK
111 SPOTLIGHT Surf and turf has never looked so elegant at Seaport's newest eatery, Mastro's Ocean Club.
112 REVIEW Top chef Chris Cosentino is at it again with Boston Chops Downtown.
114 SPIRITS You've really made it when you can build your own Manhattan with chef Matthew Gaudet at Freeport Kitchen.
116 GUIDE Your go-to guide for navigating Boston's dining scene.

SOCIAL SCENE
126 SNAPSHOT Your invite to the city’s most exclusive events.

LOOK WHO'S TALKING
128 Classic Style: Hand It Down, Dress It Up, Wear It Out author and Cape Cod resident Kate Schelter shares her all-time faves.
GIDDY UP As exquisite a blend of rusticity and luxury as may be found anywhere, The Resort at Paws Up has become a destination for many fun things since its inception in 2005—weddings, fly-fishing, cattle driving and lively family bonding among them. But this 37,000-acre property, 35 minutes outside Missoula, Mont., is rapidly becoming best known as a place to eat. Recent visitors have included Wayne Mueller of the legendary Louie Mueller Barbecue in Texas; Chicago’s Charlie McKenna, a leading light of neo-southern cuisine; and Brooke Williamson, a Top Chef star out of Los Angeles. This year the resort started a series called Cookbook Live, wherein big-time chefs visit and spend a few days showing you, up close, how they make their magic. Check the schedule and make a reservation; after a day on horseback, followed by a hot stone massage with rocks pulled from the Blackfoot River, you’re bound to have an appetite. Rates from $1,215 per night, pawsup.com —David Zivan